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This paper examines ‘What Have We Learned From Current Affairs This 
Week?’: a very successful weekly segment from the ABC program The Chaser’s 
War on Everything. It argues that through its intertextual satire, this regular 
segment acts not as a traditional news program would in presenting news 
updates on current events, but as a text which reflects on the way news is 
reported and how this, in turn, may shape public discourse. While the program 
has been highly controversial (enduring many a loud call for it to be pulled from 
air), this form of light entertainment can play an important public service by 
encouraging citizens to ‘read through’ (Gray, 2006: 104) commercial current 
affairs’ façade of ‘quality’ journalism.  
 
 
The Chaser’s War on Everything is a satirical TV show that screened on Australia’s 
public broadcaster, the ABC, in 2006, 2007, and which recommenced briefly in 2009. 
This enormously successful program has managed to generate a lot of controversy in 
its fairly short lifespan (see, for example, Dennehy, 2007; McLean, 2007; Wright, 
2007; Coote, 2009; Kent, 2009), as well as much praise for its satirising of topical 
issues. Through textual analysis and qualitative audience research, this paper will 
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focus very specifically on this show’s regular segment ‘What Have We Learned From 
Current Affairs This Week?’ Viewed as a form of what Gray (2006) describes as 
‘critical intertextuality’, this satirical critique of the ways in which news and current 
affairs are presented elsewhere on television may equip citizens with a better 
understanding of the genre’s production methods, thus encouraging higher levels of 
public media literacy. 
 
 
Critical Intertextuality 
 
In his book Watching with The Simpsons, Jonathan Gray (2006) offers a novel 
approach to existing debates about non-factual entertainment’s contribution to the 
public sphere by focussing on what he calls ‘critical intertextuality’. Far more than 
simply referring to, drawing upon, building upon or being situated ‘between’ other 
texts (in a state of peaceful co-existence), critical intertextuality is a specific form of 
oppositional satire with the power to ‘reevaluate, ridicule, and teach other genres’ 
(Gray, 2006: 4); a reflection on those other texts that we, as viewers, are so often 
found watching with (or ‘through’) the Simpson family. One of the three forms of 
critical intertextuality that Gray identifies is that relating to the news media. Rather 
than suggesting the show itself creates news, or that it could serve as a suitable 
substitute for the news genre, Gray believes The Simpsons’ critique of the form, 
standards and foibles of news as it is often presented elsewhere on television, is in 
itself an important constituent of the public sphere. Whereas Habermas (1989: 117, 
emphasis added), saw ‘rational-critical’ debate as a central (but often missing) 
requirement of the public sphere, critical intertextuality—even when it is situated in 
irrational, ‘deeply affective’ entertainment (Gray, 2008: 133)—can itself help to 
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build, or perhaps re-build, a kind of public sphere by satirising other programs’ 
usually more serious (but often unsuccessful) attempts to generate public knowledge: 
 
Parody works by talking of genre, and it can inspire ridicule of a genre through 
discussing that genre’s inner mechanics. Consequently, while The Simpsons 
does not tell us what is happening in Capitol Hill, Westminster, or the Sudan, it 
calls for a critical appraisal of those televisual voices that do tell us (or at least 
try to tell us) of world news. The Simpsons’ news parody … can, in its own 
small way, contribute to a shared teaching and learning of the news, and thus it 
hails us not solely as news consumers, but as citizens trying to make sense of the 
news and of ‘what happened’… this contributes to a public sphere, and, as such, 
constitutes a mainstream and popular media literacy education of sorts. (Gray, 
2006: 96-97) 
 
The Simpsons may be a fictional cartoon that presents a caricature of the real world, 
but the (irregular) news parody within that program helps enable viewers ‘to construct 
and define their relationship with the news itself’, and as such they ‘can be better 
equipped to read through and filter through, political information’ in the real world 
(Gray, 2006: 104). Given Morley’s (1999: 142) argument that ‘the distant world of 
‘the news’ is so disconnected from popular experience’ that it may be ‘beyond critical 
judgement for many viewers’, forms of television programming that help to create an 
awareness of the ways in which news is constructed can help build a literacy that 
affects the way viewers read and understand news forms that are situated 
extratextually. This idea will be explored and empirically examined in the rest of this 
paper. It will argue that satirical analyses and critiques of the media are indeed very 
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important forms of entertainment, because they can both provide and encourage 
‘other, “improper,” and yet more media literate and savvy interpretations’ of tabloid 
news and current affairs (Gray, 2006: 4). 
 
 
Dissecting the Tabloid 
 
One recurring segment in The Chaser’s War on Everything, and one which neatly 
encapsulates the very essence of critical intertextuality, is ‘What Have We Learned 
from Current Affairs This Week?’ This segment—hosted by Chas Licciardello and 
Andrew Hansen—aimed primarily to ridicule the standard of journalism employed 
each weeknight on the tabloid, commercial prime-time current affairs programs Today 
Tonight (TT) and A Current Affair (ACA). The segment is organised into weekly 
‘lessons’, each of which suggest outright that the public doesn’t actually learn 
anything valuable from either program. Co-host Andrew Hansen suggests that 
creating ‘What Have We Learned from Current Affairs This Week?’ represents a 
cathartic outlet for his frustration with the genre: 
 
Andrew Hansen: [The segment is] about the dreadfulness of those shows, and I 
get a genuine satisfaction out of ribbing those terrible programs. But I think it’s 
also fun, and I hope funny for the viewers … A lot of that segment is: ‘Look at 
these shows, they’re clearly not telling us the truth’ … and they’re often not 
telling us anything! (Hansen, 2006) 
 
Hansen also suggested that the segment’s main aim was to highlight the fact that the 
programs under scrutiny constantly recycle story ideas that conform very neatly to 
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particular genres. These genres are then highlighted in the ‘Current Affairs 
Tallyboard’, which keeps a score of how many times each show has covered a story 
about ‘Shonky Tradesmen’, ‘Old People Screwed Over’, or ‘Society Gone to the 
Dogs’. This tallyboard then becomes a way of laughing openly at Today Tonight’s or 
A Current Affair’s warped sense of news values, by highlighting their tendency to 
cover (or indeed overplay) stories which are purely visceral, salacious and of little 
public value whatsoever. Like The Simpsons’ character Kent Brockman, whose ‘news 
priorities are remarkably and exaggeratedly misplaced’, The Chaser’s analysis of bad 
journalism openly invites viewers to ‘laughingly reflect on our own news channels’ 
failure to provide what is important’ (Gray, 2006: 99). So, as is shown in the 
following example, we see a humorously large discrepancy between what was 
actually news on a given day, and the news according to ACA, where, according to 
Chas Licciardello, the ‘big stories just keep on coming’: 
 
Andrew Hansen: Now, the seventh of February will live in history. Not 
because of the Iraqi wheat scandal, or because Australia saw one of its biggest 
drug stings ever, but because of this tragedy of global proportions: 
(Video) 
Tracy Grimshaw: Tiny tots who got themselves, and their mums, banned 
from a family restaurant because they were having too much fun.  
Chas Licciardello: Yes. The day innocence died at the Gourmet Pizza Kitchen.  
(2006a) 
 
Although the segment very often makes fun of these shows’ sense of what constitutes 
news, it has also made much of their weak attempts to cover more serious news topics 
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as well. In the next example, Licciardello and Hansen show how traditional news and 
current affairs programs privilege the ‘eyewitness’ account so much they are willing 
to interview someone who was merely in the general vicinity of a major news event, 
and that a tragic incident can easily be used (or abused) by a journalist interested in 
milking an interviewee’s grief to heighten a story’s emotional appeal and viewer 
empathy: 
 
Chas Licciardello: Every now and then Today Tonight has a terrible lapse and 
they accidently cover some news, like after the Virginia Tech shooting. And 
how desperate were they to get someone, anyone, even vaguely connected to the 
incident? This desperate: 
(Video) 
Anna Coren: Where were you when the shootings began? 
Interviewee: (Via Satellite) Ummm, not too too far away (sic), but far 
enough away that I couldn’t hear the actual gunshots. 
Anna Coren: And when did you first discover the magnitude of what was 
going on? 
Interviewee: Probably when I switched on the TV at, like, 10:30 in the 
morning. 
Andrew Hansen: Oh, that woman found out only an hour-and-a-half after I did! 
… But even if you do get hold of the right interview subject, sometimes you just 
can’t get anything out of them. Poor [ACA] reporter Peter Stefanovic, oh what a 
valiant effort he made to wring grief out of this man, who narrowly escaped a 
boating accident: 
(Video) 
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Peter Stefanovic: What’s it like being here [back at the scene of the 
accident] now? Is it particularly chilling for you? 
Interviewee: Ah, not really. 
(2007a) 
 
Hansen’s mode of address in the above example is quite important, in that he is not 
laughing at the fact TT’s ‘on location’ interviewee contradicted the very reasons for 
her status as an important character in the narrative (giving away that she was no 
more an ‘eyewitness’ than TV viewers sitting half a world away). Rather, Hansen is 
literally instructing viewers on how a current affairs journalist operates, most 
noticeable in his use of the term ‘you’, which is employed in an empathetic way. By 
using the example of ‘poor’ Peter Stefanovic, Hansen is actually presenting the 
reporter not as deceitful or unethical per se, but simply as a good-willed person whose 
practice is constrained by systematic flaws beyond their control. The criticism is not 
so much personal then, but directed towards the genre much more broadly. 
 
 
When ‘Old’ meets ‘New’ 
 
While ‘What Have We Learned From Current Affairs this Week?’ can be interpreted 
as a form of critical intertextuality, there have been numerous instances of it going 
one step beyond textual critique, undertaking a more active (in some ways even 
journalistic) disruption of reporters and their practice. Although the segment is 
significant because it speaks about current affairs television in a way that might 
encourage viewer scepticism, Hansen and Licciardello have also made very strong 
attempts to speak directly back to and interfere with the genre as well. In the 
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following example, Hansen and Licciardello show that TT reporter Chris Simond has 
‘gone soft’ on his interviewees, and as such does not fulfil the expectations that the 
public has of his professional role:  
 
Andrew Hansen: One guy who isn’t taking crap from anyone is the legendary 
Chris Simond from Today Tonight. Just watch him sink his fangs into the 
unsuspecting head of Wizard Credit Cards [Mark Bouris]: 
(Video) 
Chris Simond: You’re certainly throwing down the gauntlet to other 
credit card companies aren’t you, to improve on their interest rates and 
conditions. 
Mark Bouris: Yeah, absolutely. 
Chas Licciardello: Oh, that’s gotta hurt! 
Andrew Hansen: Got him! If you thought that was merciless, you didn’t see 
Simond blindside the Olsen twins. Nothing could have prepared them for this: 
(Video) 
Chris Simond: But you’re really here for the launch of your new Mary-
Kate and Ashley range. Tell us all about it. I gather it’s bold, bargain-
priced and very colourful. 
Mary-Kate Olsen: (Smiling) You should sit here and say that! 
Ashley Olsen: (Laughing) I know. 
Chas Licciardello: He tore strips off them! 
Andrew Hansen: Shot down in flames. 
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To go one step further with their point, Hansen and Licciardello then tracked down 
and confronted Simond at a shopping centre, because Hansen had deemed him a 
‘thug’ who deserved ‘to be taken down a peg or two’. What ensues is not a surprise 
attack on him or his character, but a more polite, ironic critique of his style: 
 
Andrew Hansen: Chris Simond, tell us about your journalistic style, I gather 
it’s hard-hitting, rigorous and eloquent. 
Chris Simond: Well, I like to think it is, yeah. 
(2006b) 
Because the War on Everything and those who create it so often test the limits of taste 
and public acceptability (e.g. 2009’s ‘Make a Realistic Wish’ sketch, which resulted 
in massive public outrage, the show being suspended by the ABC for two weeks, and 
many public calls for it to never return to air), this show itself became a target for 
moralising on current affairs television. While the five stars of the show have usually 
acknowledged on air that being criticised by a program like Today Tonight can be 
read as a sign they might actually be doing something right, they have also managed 
to use this attention to further the extent of their media criticism. On one occasion 
they participated in a story TT hoped to make about The Chaser (which never made it 
to air on the Seven Network), playing tough as interview subjects because they were 
very suspicious that this was not going to be just another ‘puff-piece’: 
 
Andrew Hansen: Last week [Today Tonight] contacted us, offering to follow us 
around on a stunt. 
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Chas Licciardello: Yes, reporter James Thomas offered to write a flattering 
puff-piece on us, and we said, ‘Sure James, come on over with your cameras, 
it’ll be great!’ 
Andrew Hansen: Unfortunately for James, when he got to the ABC we did the 
very thing Today Tonight always does to their subjects—we double-crossed 
him: 
(Video) 
James Thomas: So, can you tell me who you’re doing now? 
Chas Licciardello: Basically, what we’re thinking we’re going to do, is 
we’re going to go after your boss Peter Meakin.  
James Thomas: Oh, fuck. 
Chas Licciardello: Yeah. 
James Thomas: Oh, no! 
Chas Licciardello: He’s been getting in a bit of strife recently, you know, 
so we thought we’d help him out a bit … and I believe the car is here right 
now. 
(2007b) 
 
Peter Meakin, the Seven Network’s head of news and current affairs (and therefore 
the reporter’s boss), had faced court on several occasions and received much bad 
publicity at the time because of a series of drink-driving offences. One can only 
wonder, therefore, what was going through the mind of Thomas as he interviewed the 
pair inside the ‘Peter Meakin Booze Bus’—filled with buckets of chilled alcohol 
which Hansen told Thomas, ‘ought to last your boss ten minutes!’—as it sat outside 
Seven’s Sydney headquarters. His extremely awkward attempts to continue with the 
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story while Licciardello and Hansen drank beer (and goaded him into saying 
something worthy of getting fired) threw into stark relief the different logics of each 
program. Thomas’ attempts to run a serious story on two media figures who take 
almost nothing seriously (let alone a reporter for a program such as his) said a lot 
about the mainstream media’s failure to grasp and come to terms with The Chaser’s 
ethos: 
 
James Thomas: How do you choose who your targets are? 
Andrew Hansen: Oh, well, if a journalist rings up offering to do a piece on us, 
usually we’ll target their boss. 
Chas Licciardello: Especially if he’s a drink-driver. 
… 
James Thomas: (To Hansen, trying to ignore his jokes) Your songs, they are 
very good, where do you get your inspiration from? 
Andrew Hansen: Well, I’m doing a song about Peter Meakin being a piss-head 
this week. 
James Thomas: Right… 
(2007b) 
 
Two obvious criticisms that may arise here are that this show is occupying an elitist 
position on ‘mass culture’, and that the producers of this segment are therefore not 
attuned to the possibility that ACA or TT might play an important role in viewers’ 
lives. It is important to note, however, that the segment is not criticising viewers, but 
instead plays mostly on the cognitive dissonance between what both programs claim 
to be doing, and the often unethical, poorly-conceived reality (effectively echoing the 
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arguments of Turner, 2005: 49-69; 1996). It breaks open their hard-hitting, ‘advocacy’ 
journalism exterior, to expose a much weaker, ratings-driven interior; highlighting 
each program’s hypocrisy in ‘disavowing but nonetheless performing tabloidisation’ 
(Turner, 2005: 52): 
 
Craig Reucassel: One of the reasons that these shows can actually be such good 
targets is that, theoretically, they’re holding themselves up to be these 
[important] current affairs shows… Earlier on, [when we were planning the 
show] we were thinking, ‘What Have We Learned from Breakfast 
Television?’… but it’s not like [Sunrise or Today are] holding themselves up as 
great journalism. (Reucassel, 2006) 
 
 
Media Sceptics 
 
In the course of conducting a larger qualitative audience study into this program—
involving four semi-structured, ‘snowballed’ focus groups with 19 participants in 
total—a notion of intertextuality did permeate a lot of the discussions about the entire 
program’s relationship to news and current affairs. A strong theme to emerge was that 
it did not operate in isolation: 
 
Thomas: I think they’re just reacting to what’s happened during the week in the 
current affairs shows. They’re just telling it in another way. 
 
Sanjay: And … they’re trying to make people aware of … the influence politics 
does have on the media, I reckon. 
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Richard: They[’re] not making news, they’re designed to make fun of the news. 
… 
Brian: If you watched nothing but Today Tonight, you’d think we’re all crazy 
and going to hell in a hand basket. Everyone’s just like, ‘Ahhh, chaos, crisis’, 
but we watch [The Chaser], we think it’s great.  
 
Many participants also signalled the fact they generally needed to know about current 
news topics to fully understand the many jokes made in an episode: 
 
Michael: Yeah, you need to have an understanding of what’s going on. 
 
Talia: I don’t get some of it because I don’t [follow the news]. 
 
Dan: I’d still want to know what else was happening though. I’d still want to 
watch an actual news program—you wouldn’t be able to rely on that for your 
news. 
 
Claire: I find, with that … you almost need to be equipped with some 
knowledge of the real issues before you can really appreciate everything The 
Chaser has to offer.  
 
Several viewers in this study described the segment in highly intertextual terms and 
thought the show did an extremely good job of highlighting TT and ACA’s second-
rate journalism, and generated much humour out of it:  
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Joseph: And when these guys make fun of [host Naomi Robson] I realise that 
Today Tonight is really a load of rubbish, and you almost want to watch it just to 
see how bad it is. But before [this show] I wouldn’t have really thought about it.  
 
Thomas, for example, saw many similarities between the purpose of this segment and 
the ABC’s much longer-running (and often more serious) show Media Watch—a 
program which has spent much of its 20 year history exposing weak or deceitful 
reportage on Australian television: 
 
Thomas: It’s a little bit like Media Watch in that way, actually … (inaudible) 
watching the ABC, like, [pointing] out inaccuracies in reporting, and media 
beat-ups like three year olds [caught stealing] on security cameras, and sending 
it up. So they sort of send up that chequebook journalism, I suppose … [and] 
they do promote scepticism as well. 
 
If it is true that not all audience members are equipped with the ‘savvy’ to be able to 
critique news programs because it is an ‘impersonal, objective’ genre that 
communicates in a way generally divorced from common vernacular, then a segment 
such as this, in some small way, may help remedy that situation. ‘What Have We 
Learned from Current Affairs This Week?’ deconstructs the genre, lays out its inner 
mechanics for all to judge more easily, and invites disrespectful, contemptuous 
laughter at the many failings which are exposed: 
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Claire: I guess it just puts things back in perspective. Those shows are very 
good at over-exaggerating an issue, and you do just kind of take it on board, and 
don’t question that that’s how they’ve decided to describe it, or whatever. But 
when you see [The Chaser make] a mockery of the extremist terms that they 
want to use, or whatever … you suddenly realise that if they exaggerate that, 
what else are they exaggerating?  
Sharna: It’s funny, in that … they’re just making a joke about how the issues 
that A Current Affair are looking at, they’re kinda saying that they’re not really 
issues. A Current Affair makes them sound like they’re huge, but they’re just 
petty human relationship type things. 
 
Of all the enthusiastic responses to the segment during this research project, Michael 
was the participant who best encapsulated the concept of critical intertextuality as he 
discussed the show, talking about its ability to furnish viewers with a more acute, 
healthy scepticism of the media: 
 
Brian: Maybe if you see [‘What Have We Learned from Current Affairs This 
Week?’] and you don’t understand what’s going on, you’re more likely to go 
and watch the news so you know more about what they’re talking about. 
Michael: Definitely, definitely. 
Interviewer: So it could kick-start an interest in what’s going on? 
Michael: It does, yeah, and because they pay out on Today Tonight, you don’t 
have to go and watch Today Tonight for that. And I suppose after watching that, 
and seeing them being more critical, I think you yourself might be more inclined 
to be more critical of what’s going on.  
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Interviewer: Is that a good or a bad thing? 
Michael: That’s a good thing. 
 
So, although The War on Everything does not report the news, this research provides 
empirical evidence that this show’s intertextual satire helps viewers to more critically 
assess how commercial current affairs programs are constructed, and the economic 
forces which affect that process. While it may, at times, inform viewers of things they 
were not already aware of—and is in that sense providing them with ‘news’—its more 
important service is to give people ways of understanding, and a more sophisticated 
ability to negotiate this television genre, and in turn the broader practice of journalism 
which is such a central part of the public sphere. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
While The Simpsons and The Chaser each take a very different approach to televised 
entertainment, the potential informative value of intertextuality is certainly applicable 
to ‘What Have We Learned From Current Affairs This Week?’ By focusing heavily 
on the media and humorously exposing its modus operandi, it acts, much as the 
fictional program Frontline did during the mid-1990s, as a ‘meta-text’ (see McKee, 
2001: 294). McKee argues that Frontline was an important part of ‘popular culture’s 
continual self-interrogation’, and something which (demonstrated by that show’s 
popularity with many educators in both secondary and tertiary education settings), had 
the ability to ‘teach students about current affairs television’ (McKee, 2001: 294-5). 
By confronting the current affairs genre directly and checking its standards (which, 
many have argued, are laughably low at this point in time), this segment has a similar 
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ability, and can perhaps be perceived as part of an emerging ‘fifth estate’ (see Sotos, 
2007). 
 
Given John Hartley’s (1996) claim that the public sphere is now almost entirely 
enveloped by the media sphere, as well as the various suggestions that politics is 
almost completely ‘mediatised’ (Mazzoleni and Schulz, 1999; see also Cappella and 
Jaimieson, 1997: 30-31), then critical analyses of journalism—be they serious or more 
light-hearted—can be a significant form of political enquiry. If it is the role of 
journalism to nourish the public sphere and furnish ‘people with informative material 
to help them make sense of the world and to fulfil their role as citizens’ (Dahlgren, 
1995: 53), then providing viewers with a better sense of how political and economic 
forces shape our ‘public conversation’ (Turner, 2005: 149) is equally important as 
helping to make sense of what might be happening at a given moment in the halls of 
parliament.
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